Pain-related anxiety inﬂuences pain perception differently in men and women:
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a b s t r a c t
The sexes differ with respect to perception of experimental pain. Anxiety inﬂuences pain perception more
in men than in women; however, there lacks research exploring which anxiety constructs inﬂuence pain
perception differentially between men and women. Furthermore, research examining whether
depression is associated with pain perception differently between the sexes remains scant. The present
investigation was designed to examine how trait anxiety, pain-related anxiety constructs (ie, fear of pain,
pain-related anxiety, anxiety sensitivity), and depression are associated with pain perception between
the sexes. A total of 95 nonclinical participants (55% women) completed measures assessing the
constructs of interest and participated in quantitative sensory testing using heat and cold stimuli administered by a Medoc Pathway Pain and Sensory Evaluation System. The ﬁndings suggest that pain-related
anxiety constructs, but not trait anxiety, are associated with pain perception. Furthermore, these
constructs are associated with pain intensity ratings in men and pain tolerance levels in women. This
contrasts with previous research suggesting that anxiety inﬂuences pain perception mostly or uniquely
in men. Depression was not systematically associated with pain perception in either sex. Systematic
relationships were not identiﬁed that allow conclusions regarding how fear of pain, pain-related anxiety,
and anxiety sensitivity may contribute to pain perception differentially in men and women; however,
anxiety sensitivity was associated with increased pain tolerance, a novel ﬁnding needing further
examination. The results provide directions for future research and clinical endeavors and support that
fear and anxiety are important features associated with hyperalgesia in both men and women.

1. Introduction
Chronic pain is more prevalent in women [18], which theorists
suggest may be attributable to psychological factors [21,44]. For instance, women typically experience greater fear of pain (ie, cognitive,
emotional, behavioral, and physiological reaction to immediate or
immanent pain) [3,9], pain-related anxiety (ie, future-oriented
cognitive–emotional state focusing on potential pain) [1,9], and
anxiety sensitivity (ie, the fear of anxiety sensations and putative
vulnerability factor for development of chronic pain) [9,50]. These
constructs theoretically contribute to avoidance of activities that
may be associated with further pain but that would promote
healing (eg, exercise), thereby contributing to progression from
acute to chronic pain [4,5,35,57].
Experimental studies demonstrate that women also experience
greater pain perception (ie, hyperalgesia) compared to men
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[18,19,21]. Again, these differences may be due in part to greater
rates of fear of pain [23,28], pain-related anxiety [49,53], and anxiety sensitivity in women [39,55], as each of these are associated
with hyperalgesia. Women also experience greater trait anxiety
(ie, long-lasting propensity to experiencing general anxiety) [17]
and depression [38], which have been associated with hyperalgesia
[6,21,30,32,52].
Given the above ﬁndings, it is possible that higher rates of anxiety in women explain why they report greater experimental pain;
however, research to date provides little support for this possibility. Indeed, several studies have demonstrated that trait anxiety
and state anxiety (ie, anxiety in the present moment) are associated with hyperalgesia only in men [20,31,32], and anxiety constructs seem to be associated with pain exacerbation in men but
not women with chronic pain [16,44,45]. Moreover, studies exploring sex-speciﬁc associations between pain-related anxiety constructs (eg, pain-related anxiety) and pain perception report
inconsistent results (eg, signiﬁcant effects only in women [53,57],
in both sexes [33,51]), further obfuscating conclusions regarding
sex-speciﬁc associations between hyperalgesia and anxiety. The

need to further explore the association between pain-related anxiety constructs and pain perception in both sexes has been explicitly mentioned in recent literature [55], and Fillingim et al. recently
concluded in a comprehensive review that ‘‘whether depression
inﬂuences pain perception differently among women vs men is
not yet known’’ [21]. Advances in this area may inform which
long-lasting predispositions (ie, as opposed to state anxiety) could
contribute to hyperalgesia or hypoalgesia (ie, reduced pain perception) differently between sexes, guiding contemporary theory
[4,5,35,57] and chronic pain interventions targeting these predispositions [14,56,58].
The current status of literature points to 4 issues that warrant
examination: (a) whether pain-related anxiety constructs or trait
anxiety are associated with experimental pain perception, (b) if
anxiety constructs are associated with experimental pain differently
between sexes, (c) if depression symptoms are associated with pain
perception differently between sexes, and (d) how trait anxiety, fear
of pain, pain-related anxiety, anxiety sensitivity, and depression
symptoms differ in their relationships to experimental pain when
these are considered concurrently. The purpose of this investigation
was to address these issues while minimizing potential confounds
(eg, medical conditions) and generalizing the ﬁndings to both heat
and cold stimuli and multiple indices of pain perception (ie, pain
threshold, tolerance, intensity, unpleasantness).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Ethical approval for this investigation was obtained from the
University of Regina Research Ethics Board. After providing consent
to participate, a total of 241 university students and community
members (156 women and 85 men; age 18–55 years; mean ± standard deviation age 26.43 ± 9.43 years) completed a brief screening
questionnaire to assess for exclusion criteria. Given the associations between pain perception and a number of psychological
and medical conditions [34], 87 respondents who self-reported
one of the following conditions were not invited to participate in
the quantitative sensory testing procedures: a current diagnosis
of a mental disorder, current or past chronic pain, current or past
diagnosis of a medical condition suspected or known of being associated with pain sensitivity (eg, ﬁbromyalgia, diabetes, irritable bowel syndrome), current analgesic medication use (other than
occasional over-the-counter analgesics use), psychotropic medication use involving a dosage change within the past 2 months, or
having a current condition that may render the participant unable
to complete the research tasks condition (eg, skin lesions). Excluded participants were statistically signiﬁcantly older than those
who were not excluded (t = 2.99, P < .05) and more women were
excluded relative to men (v2 = 15.84, P < .001). A total of 154 participants (84 women, 70 men, aged 18–52 years, 24.68 ±
7.42 years) were subsequently invited to the laboratory and a total
of 95 participants (52 women, aged 18–52 years, 25.04 ±
8.74 years; 43 men, aged 18–40 years, 23.70 ± 5.00 years) participated in quantitative sensory testing. Individuals who participated
in quantitative sensory testing and those who declined the invitation were similar in age (t = 1.45, P > .10) and in sex (v2 = .42,
P > .50 comparing the ratio of men to women). Self-reported demographic information revealed that most women identiﬁed as white
(90%), that most women were current students (65%), and that
approximately half of women reported being part-time (31%) or
full-time (25%) employed. Self-reported demographic information
for men was similar to that of women, with most men identifying
as white (88%) and as current students (65%), and approximately
half of men being part-time (26%) or full-time (28%) employed.

2.2. Measures
2.2.1. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Trait (STAI-T)
The STAI-T is a 20-item self-report rating scale that measures
trait anxiety (ie, a long lasting propensity to experiencing general
anxiety) [48]. Each item is rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (almost never) to 4 (almost always). The STAI-T has demonstrated good reliability and validity in previous studies [30,48]. For
the current sample, internal consistency was good (a = .89).
2.2.2. Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form (FPQ-SF)
The FPQ-SF is a 20-item self-report measure designed to assess
fear of pain (ie, a present-oriented state focused on immediate or
immanent pain associated with cognitive, emotional, physiological, and behavioral expressions) relating to various circumstances
[3]. Each item (eg, ‘‘Biting your tongue while eating,’’ ‘‘Having someone slam a heavy car door on your hand’’) is rated with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extreme). The FPQ-SF has
demonstrated good factorial validity and internal consistency in
past samples [3,9]. For the current sample, internal consistency
was good (a = .86).
2.2.3. Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale-Short Form (PASS-20)
The PASS-20 is a 20-item self-report rating scale that measures
pain-related anxiety (ie, a future-oriented state focused on potential pain associated with cognitive and behavioral components
and a weaker but prolonged state of physiological arousal) [36].
Each item (eg, ‘‘Pain sensations are terrifying,’’ ‘‘I worry when I am
in pain’’) is rated with a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 0
(never) to 5 (always). The PASS-20 has demonstrated factorial
invariance in clinical pain populations [9,10] as well as in nonclinical populations [1], supporting the validity of the measure.
For the current sample, internal consistency was excellent
(a = .91).
2.2.4. Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3 (ASI-3)
The ASI-3 is an 18-item self-report questionnaire designed to
measure anxiety sensitivity (ie, the fear of anxiety-related sensations based on the belief that they have harmful consequences)
[54]. Items in the ASI-3 (eg, ‘‘When I feel pain in my chest, I worry
that I’m going to have a heart attack,’’ ‘‘When I feel ‘spacey’ or spaced
out I worry that I may be mentally ill’’) are rated on 5-point Likert
scales ranging from 1 (agree very little) to 5 (agree very much).
The ASI-3 has demonstrated factorial, convergent, discriminant,
and criterion-related validity [54]. For the current sample, internal
consistency was good (a = .81).
2.2.5. Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II)
The BDI-II is a 21-item self-report rating scale that measures the
existence and severity of depression symptoms. All but 2 of the
items are rated with a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (eg, ‘‘I
do not feel sad’’) to 3 (eg, ‘‘I am so sad or unhappy that I can’t stand
it’’) and the ﬁnal 2 items (ie, ‘‘changes in sleeping pattern,’’ ‘‘changes
in appetite’’) include additional response options to identify the
direction (increase, decrease) of behavior change [8]. The BDI-II
has demonstrated good internal consistency in previous studies
[6–8]. For the current sample, internal consistency was good
(a = .87).
2.2.6. Numeric Rating Scales (NRS)
NRS were used to measure the subjective experience of pain
intensity and unpleasantness. As used in previous studies [22], a
101-point scale ranging from 0 (no pain at all) to 100 (worst imaginable pain) was used to measure pain intensity. The pain unpleasantness NRS ranged from 0 (not unpleasant at all) to 100 (most

unpleasant pain imaginable). NRSs have been demonstrated to enable accurate discrimination of perceived differences of 0.5°C [42].
3. Equipment and procedure
Thermal stimulation was delivered via the Medoc Pathway Pain
and Sensory Evaluation System, ATS model (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems Ltd, Ramat Yishay, Israel). The Pathway system allows
for precise and programmable control of heat and cold stimuli
using the Advanced Thermal Stimulator thermode. The Advanced
Thermal Stimulator thermode has a 30  30 mm square contact
and can produce temperatures between 0°C and 55°C at a rate of
change of up to 8°C per second.
3.1. Equipment
3.2. General procedure
A male experimenter greeted all participants and guided participants throughout the experimental procedure. Participants completed the self-report questionnaires before the quantitative
sensory testing procedures, which required approximately 20 min.
Participants were subsequently given a semi-structured verbal
description of the quantitative sensory testing procedures. After
the description, the thermode was attached to the dorsal surface
of the participant’s right hand (ie, the top side of the right hand).
In 2 participants, 1 man and 1 woman, the thermode was attached
to the left hand because of previous injuries because they had experienced injury to their right arm and/or hand. (Analyses were conducted with and without the inclusion of these 2 participants, and
the results were nearly identical [ie, statistical signiﬁcance, direction, and size of relationships did not vary]; consequently, these participants were not excluded from the following analyses.) In all
cases, the thermode-attached hand was then placed on a computer
mouse so that participants could signal feedback during the tasks.
Quantitative sensory testing followed 2 procedures. First, participants engaged in pain threshold and tolerance testing, which was
adopted from a previously standardized quantitative sensory testing
procedure [46] and combined methods used in a recent investigation on pain perception [19]. Second, participants engaged in pain
intensity and unpleasantness estimations [13,25,41]. The quantitative sensory testing procedures lasted approximately 90 min.
3.3. Pain threshold and tolerance testing tasks
Testing was conducted to determine heat pain threshold, cold
pain threshold, heat pain tolerance, and cold pain tolerance. Each
variable was estimated by averaging a participant’s responses over
3 trials, with an intertrial interval of 30 s. All trials began at a baseline temperature of 32°C and increased or decreased in temperature at a rate of 1°C per second for heat and cold pain threshold
[46] and a similar methodology was originally adopted for pain tolerance trials; however, pilot testing demonstrated that several participants did not report intolerable pain during tolerance trials
when facing the most extreme thermal stimuli. Temperature
changes during tolerance trials were thus set at a rate of 0.5°C
per second to increase the duration of the thermal stimuli and increase reports of pain [37]. Trials ended when participants pressed
the mouse button, signaling that they could: (a) just perceive the
sensation of heat pain (ie, heat pain threshold); (b) just perceive
the sensation of cold pain (ie, cold pain threshold); (c) feel that
the heat pain had become intolerable (ie, heat pain tolerance); or
(d) feel that the cold pain had become intolerable (ie, cold pain tolerance). If on any trial the thermode reached the maximum (ie,
51°C) or the minimum (ie, 0°C) temperature, the trial was discontinued and the result was set to that temperature.

3.4. Pain intensity and unpleasantness estimations
Magnitude estimations were conducted using 6 ﬁxed-temperature heat trials (40°C, 42°C, 44°C, 46°C, 48°C, 50°C) and 6 ﬁxed-temperature cold trials (10°C, 8°C, 6°C, 4°C, 2°C, 0°C). Each trial began at
a baseline temperature of 32°C and ramped up or down at a rate of
2°C per second until the trial target temperature was reached, which
was then held for 5 s before returning to the baseline temperature at
a rate of 8°C per second [25]. Participants remained at the baseline
temperature for 1 min before commencing the next trial. During the
1-min intertrial interval, participants were asked to rate the pain
intensity and unpleasantness experienced during the just experienced temperature using the NRS. Participants were asked to select
the number on the NRS that best represented the intensity and
unpleasantness of their pain experience. To counterbalance the potential impact that rating pain intensity ﬁrst may have on subsequent ratings of pain unpleasantness, and vice-versa, the
presentation orders of soliciting intensity and unpleasantness ratings were counterbalanced. Participants were given a manual trigger and informed that they could abort the magnitude estimation
task at any time if the pain became intolerable by pressing the trigger button. If pressed, their NRS ratings for that trial were set to the
maximum possible (ie, 100). Participants who rated the intensity or
unpleasantness of the previous stimuli as greater than 80, as well as
those who aborted the previous task, were asked if they wanted to
participate in any temperature levels that were more extreme. If
they chose to skip those temperature levels, their NRS ratings for
those trials were set to the highest possible (ie, 100).
3.5. Analyses
Descriptive statistics were ﬁrst conducted for the STAI-T, FPQSF, PASS-20, ASI-3, BDI-II, and pain threshold, tolerance, intensity,
and unpleasantness. Independent-samples t-tests were conducted
to test for sex differences on these variables. Separate bivariate
correlations were conducted for each sex to broadly examine the
relationships of interest. Subsequently, simultaneous regression
analyses were conducted to examine the joint and unique variance
accounted for by STAI-T, FPQ-SF, PASS-20, ASI-3, and BDI-II scores
in the pain variables. Regression analyses were conducted for men
and women separately. Due to signiﬁcant and large correlations
between self-reported pain intensity and unpleasantness scores
(all r > .90, all P < .001), as well as the redundancy of the ﬁndings
(ie, pain unpleasantness exhibited the same patterns of signiﬁcance and directionality of effect as pain intensity), analyses
including pain unpleasantness are excluded for brevity but are
available from the authors upon request.
4. Results
4.1. Descriptive statistics and sex differences
Descriptive data and sex differences on the variables of interest
are reported in Table 1. Accurate heat and cold pain tolerance levels could not be obtained in a proportion of participants who were
able to withstand the highest (51°C) and lowest (0°C) temperatures
without reporting that the pain had become intolerable. Speciﬁcally, 8 (19%) men and 1 (2%) woman received the highest temperature without reaching a heat pain tolerance threshold and 32
(74%) men and 22 (42%) women received the lowest temperature
without reaching a cold pain tolerance threshold. The analyses
were rerun including only individuals whose pain tolerance
thresholds were reached; however, the results of these analyses
are excluded because they are associated with poor statistical
power for cold pain (ie, they include only 11 men and 30 women)
and because the results are not statistically different for heat pain

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of variables and sex differences.
Measure

Men (n = 43)

STAI-T
FPQ-SF
PASS-20
ASI-3
BDI-II
Heat pain threshold
Heat pain tolerance
Cold pain threshold
Cold pain tolerance
40°C intensity
42°C intensity
44°C intensity
46°C intensity
48°C intensity
50°C intensity
10°C intensity
8°C intensity
6°C intensity
4°C intensity
2°C intensity
0°C intensity

Women (n = 52)

t

Range

Mean ± SD

Range

Mean ± SD

21–57
20–59
0–56
0–36
0–23
36.92–49.88
46.26–51.00
0–35.98
0–17.25
0–10
0–40
0–45
0–52
0–100
4–100
0–70
0–78
0–95
0–95
0–100
0–90

33.7 ± 8.75
36.23 ± 9.26
16.44 ± 12.82
10.81 ± 7.46
5.23 ± 5.79
45.46 ± 3.05
49.47 ± 1.32
14.11 ± 10.28
1.69 ± 3.81
0.44 ± 1.86
2.81 ± 7.65
5.56 ± 10.59
11.19 ± 14.75
38.21 ± 26.76
64.98 ± 27.42
7.47 ± 15.70
12.32 ± 19.29
15.30 ± 23.19
18.95 ± 24.68
23.33 ± 26.35
29.33 ± 27.83

21–52
22–72
0–49
0–29
0–25
36.90–49.77
42.64–51.00
0–29.32
0–26.2
0–0
0–20
0–35
0–70
1–100
10–100
0–65
0–65
0–99
0–100
0–100
0–100

31.87 ± 6.88
37.23 ± 9.80
20.38 ± 12.14
8.08 ± 5.65
4.35 ± 5.00
43.52 ± 3.71
47.77 ± 2.13
17.99 ± 9.60
5.5 ± 7.23
0.00 ± 0.00
1.65 ± 4.04
6.08 ± 9.18
17.66 ± 19.05
44.65 ± 32.02
75.65 ± 28.48
8.73 ± 15.83
13.04 ± 18.36
18.80 ± 23.07
24.98 ± 26.17
32.38 ± 29.74
39.1 ± 31.60

d

1.14
0.51
1.54
2.03*
0.8
2.75**
4.77**
1.90
3.29**
1.72
0.95
0.26
1.82
1.05
1.85
0.39
0.18
0.73
1.15
1.56
1.58

0.23
0.1
0.21
0.31
0.16
0.57
0.96
0.39
0.66
0.33
0.19
0.05
0.38
0.22
0.41
0.08
0.04
0.15
0.23
0.38
0.33

STAI-T indicates State Trait Anxiety Inventory; Trait; FPQ-SF, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale 20; ASI-3, Anxiety Sensitivity
Index 3; and BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II.
P < .10
*
P < .05
**
P < .01.

(ie, statistical signiﬁcance of predictors do not change; size and
direction of relationships are similar).
Women reported signiﬁcantly greater ASI-3 scores than men.
No other sex differences were identiﬁed on the psychological measures. Women exhibited signiﬁcantly lower heat pain threshold,
heat pain tolerance, and cold pain tolerance levels than men, consistent with previous literature [21,40,43]. Women also exhibited
lower cold pain threshold levels than men but the ﬁndings were
not statistically signiﬁcant.
4.2. Correlation and regression results
Results of correlational analyses among the psychological variables, and among the psychological and pain variables are reported
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The direction and size of the correlations between the psychological variables were similar for men
and women. With respect to pain variables, STAI-T scores were
positively correlated with cold pain intensity ratings for men
(8°C, 6°C, 2°C), but not with any pain variables for women. FPQSF scores were positively correlated with both heat (40°C, 42°C,
44°C) and cold (10°C, 8°C, 6°C, 4°C, 2°C, 0°C) pain intensity ratings
for men, and were inversely correlated with heat pain threshold
and tolerance and cold pain tolerance levels in women. PASS-20

Table 2
Pearson correlations (r) between psychological variables for each sex.a

STAI-T
FPQ-SF
PASS-20
ASI-3
BDI-II

STAI-T

FPQ-SF

PASS-20

ASI-3

BDI-II

...
.20
.22
.59**
.80**

.15
...
.46**
.32*
.17

.20
.36**
...
.38*
.13

.38**
.26
.56**
...
.59**

.70**
.24
.34⁄
.45⁄⁄
...

STAI-T indicates State Trait Anxiety Inventory; Trait; FPQ-SF, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale 20; ASI-3, Anxiety
Sensitivity Index 3; and BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II.
a
Correlations for women are in boldface type.
*
P < .05
**
P < .01.

scores were inversely correlated with cold pain tolerance levels
and positively correlated with heat (40°C, 42°C, 44°C) and cold
(6°C, 4°C, 2°C, 0°C) pain intensity ratings in men, but were not correlated with any pain variables in women. ASI-3 scores were positively correlated with heat (44°C, 46°C, 48°C) and cold (8°C, 6°C,
4°C, 2°C, 0°C) pain intensity ratings in men, and were correlated
with greater cold pain tolerance in women (ie, hypoalgesia). BDIII scores were uncorrelated with any pain variables, with the
exception of being signiﬁcantly positively correlated with pain
intensity ratings at 8°C in men.
The results of regression equations including total STAI-T, FPQSF, PASS-20, ASI-3, and BDI-II scores predicting the pain variables
for each sex are reported in Tables 4 and 5. The relative contributions of the variables of interest in predicting heat pain and cold
pain threshold and tolerance levels for each sex are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The regressions did not signiﬁcantly predict heat pain
thresholds for men or women. The regressions predicted a large
minority of variance in heat (28%) and cold (33%) pain tolerance
levels in women, while they failed to do so in men. FPQ-SF and
ASI-3 scores were the only variables to predict unique variance
in heat pain tolerance levels in women, with FPQ-SF scores being
associated with lower pain tolerance levels and ASI-3 scores being
associated with greater pain tolerance levels. The regressions did
not predict signiﬁcant variance in cold pain thresholds for either
women or men. Moreover, the equations did not predict signiﬁcant
variance in cold pain tolerance for men, but did in women. FPQ-SF
and ASI-3 scores were the only variables to predict unique variance
in cold pain tolerance in women, with FPQ-SF scores being associated with less pain tolerance and ASI-3 scores being associated
with greater pain tolerance.
The relative contributions of the variables of interest in predicting heat pain and cold pain intensity ratings for each sex are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. The regression equations did not
signiﬁcantly predict variance in any of the 12 pain intensity ratings
for women. In contrast, the regression equations signiﬁcantly predicted variance in the heat pain intensity ratings of men for milder
heat pain (ie, 42°C, 44°C, 46°C) but not the lowest (ie, 40°C) or 2
highest (ie, 48°C, 50°C) heat stimuli. The regression equations

Table 3
Sex-speciﬁc bivariate Pearson correlations between psychological variables and pain variables.
Variable

STAI-T
Men

Heat pain threshold
Heat pain tolerance
Cold pain threshold
Cold pain tolerance
40°C intensity
42°C intensity
44°C intensity
46°C intensity
48°C intensity
50°C intensity
10°C intensity
8°C intensity
6°C intensity
4°C intensity
2°C intensity
0°C intensity

FPQ-SF
Women

.16
.02
.10
.20
.10
.00
.20
.16
.08
.03
.23
.39**
.31*
.24
.35*
.30

.07
.05
.22
.05
. . .a
.01
.14
.00
.02
.17
.12
.04
.01
.03
.02
.09

Men
.01
.03
.18
.14
.35*
.39*
.41**
.27
.09
.02
.39**
.42**
.43**
.44**
.41**
.41**

PASS-20
Women
.28*
.29*
.14
.29*
. . .a
.18
.23
.10
.16
.29*
.17
.08
.09
.02
.05
.06

Men
.23
.17
.27
.35*
.34*
.37*
.38*
.24
.08
.21
.03
.23
.31*
.40**
.50**
.60**

ASI-3

BDI-II

Women

Men

Women

.14
.16
.11
.07
. . .a
.09
.14
.12
.27
.22
.12
.10
.14
.17
.20
.16

.08
.16
.08
.11
.07
.28
.50**
.47**
.34*
.14
.29
.37*
.41**
.39**
.39**
.35*

.19
.27
.24
.34*
. . .a
.01
.10
.14
.01
.02
.04
.08
.09
.08
.06
.10

Men
.15
.09
.04
.28
.14
.09
.16
.20
.20
.06
.19
.37*
.20
.12
.28
.20

Women
.06
.13
.13
.11
. . .a
.01
.08
.02
.16
.19
.06
.04
.01
.04
.06
.02

STAI-T indicates State Trait Anxiety Inventory; Trait; FPQ-SF, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale 20; ASI-3, Anxiety Sensitivity
Index 3; and BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II.
a
Scores did not vary.
*
P < .05
**
P < .01.

Table 4
Regressing pain variables in men with STAI-T, FPQ-SF, PASS-20, ASI-3, and BDI-II
scores.

Table 5
Regressing pain variables in women with STAI-T, FPQ-SF, PASS-20, ASI-3, and BDI-II
scores.

Dependent
variable

R2

F

Variables accounting for unique
variance

Dependent variable

R2

F

Variables accounting for unique
variance

Heat pain threshold
Heat pain tolerance
Cold pain threshold
Cold pain tolerance
40°C intensity
42°C intensity
44°C intensity
46°C intensity
48°C intensity
50°C intensity
10°C intensity
8°C intensity
6°C intensity
4°C intensity
2°C intensity
0°C intensity

0.11
0.18
0.09
0.22
0.21
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.16
0.07
0.25
0.19
0.29
0.31
0.35
0.41

0.93
1.66
0.69
2.11
2.03
3.06*
4.08**
2.51*
1.41
0.53
2.42*
2.90*
3.06*
3.37*
3.95**
5.10**

PASS-20 (b =
PASS-20 (b =

Heat pain threshold
Heat pain tolerance
Cold pain threshold
Cold pain tolerance
40°C intensity
42°C intensity
44°C intensity
46°C intensity
48°C intensity
50°C intensity
10°C intensity
8°C intensity
6°C intensity
4°C intensity
2°C intensity
0°C intensity

0.17
0.28
0.13
0.33
. . .a
0.06
0.14
0.08
0.14
0.15
0.10
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10

1.84
3.58**
1.38
4.46**
. . .a
0.62
1.49
0.85
1.52
1.62
1.09
0.58
0.78
0.89
1.05
0.98

FPQ-SF (b =
FPQ-SF (b =

.34)
.37); ASI-3 (b = .43)

PASS-20 (b = .42)
ASI-3
ASI-3
ASI-3
ASI-3

(b = .35)
(b = .50)
(b = .52)
(b = .43)

FPQ-SF (b = .43)
FPQ-SF (b = .34)
FPQ-SF (b = .31)
FPQ-SF (b = .29)
PASS-20 (b = .34)
PASS-20 (b = .48)

.39)
.38); ASI-3 (b = .39)

FPQ-SF (b = .36); ASI-3 (b =
. . .a

.58)

FPQ-SF (b = .31)
ASI-3 (b = .33)
PASS-20 (b = .35)

PASS-20
PASS-20
PASS-20
PASS-20

(b = .32)
(b = .34)
(b = .36)
(b = .35)

STAI-T indicates State Trait Anxiety Inventory; Trait; FPQ-SF, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale 20; ASI-3, Anxiety
Sensitivity Index 3; and BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II.
*
P < .05
**
P < .05.

STAI-T indicates State Trait Anxiety Inventory; Trait; FPQ-SF, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form; PASS-20, Pain Anxiety Symptom Scale 20; ASI-3, Anxiety
Sensitivity Index 3; and BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory II.
a
Scores did not vary.
**
P < .05.

signiﬁcantly predicted variance in all cold pain intensity ratings in
men (ie, 10°C, 8°C, 6°C, 4°C, 2°C, 0°C), with variance accounted for
increasing steadily as temperatures became more extreme (ie,
colder), ﬁnally accounting for a substantive minority (41%) of variance in pain intensity ratings for 0°C. The ASI-3 score was the only
variable to predict unique variance in the heat pain intensity ratings and was associated with higher intensity ratings. FPQ-SF
scores predicted unique variance in milder cold pain intensity ratings (ie, 10°C, 8°C, 6°C, 4°C) while PASS-20 scores predicted unique
variance in more extreme cold pain intensity scores (2°C and 0°C).

are most associated with pain perception in men and women. Trait
anxiety was associated with pain perception for only 3 indices of
pain perception, and only for cold pain intensity ratings for men.
Moreover, trait anxiety did not predict unique variance in pain perception within any regression. This result contrasts with previous
ﬁndings [30,44] and may be a function of how variance in other
pain-related anxiety constructs was controlled for.
Women exhibited lower pain threshold and tolerance levels relative to men, but not greater ratings of pain intensity to stimuli of
ﬁxed intensity, which is consistent with previous studies
[26,29,40,55]. The relationships between the psychological constructs and pain perception differed markedly between men and
women. Indeed, in every instance in which a psychological and
pain variable were correlated within one sex, the relationship
was not present in the other sex. Similarly, the regression analyses
predicted signiﬁcant variance in pain intensity ratings in men but
not women, and predicted pain tolerance levels in women but not

5. Discussion
The current investigation explored the associations among trait
anxiety, pain-related anxiety constructs, depression symptoms,
and experimental pain perception between sexes. The ﬁndings
suggest that pain-related anxiety constructs, but not trait anxiety,

Fig. 1. Variance accounted for by psychological variables (State Trait Anxiety
Inventory-Trait, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form, Pain Anxiety Symptom
Scale-20, Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3, Beck Depression Inventory-II) in heat and cold
pain threshold and tolerance levels for men and women. Asterisks indicate overall
regression equations that predict statistically signiﬁcant variance.

Fig. 2. Variance accounted for by psychological variables (State Trait Anxiety
Inventory-Trait, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form, Pain Anxiety Symptom
Scale-20, Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3, Beck Depression Inventory-II) in heat pain
intensity ratings for men and women. Asterisks indicate overall regression
equations that predict statistically signiﬁcant variance.

Fig. 3. Variance accounted for by psychological variables (State Trait Anxiety
Inventory-Trait, Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form, Pain Anxiety Symptom
Scale-20, Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3, Beck Depression Inventory-II) in cold pain
intensity ratings for men and women. Asterisks indicate overall regression
equations that predict statistically signiﬁcant variance.

men. These ﬁndings strongly suggest that pain-related anxiety
constructs contribute to experimental pain perception differentially between sexes; however, these relationships are not necessarily stronger in men, as concluded in previous studies [20,21,28].
The mechanism behind this novel sex difference is unknown,
but might be explained by 2 different phenomena. Pain-related
anxiety constructs could impact the perception of mild to moderate pain most in men, while contributing to perception of extreme
pain in women (ie, nearly intolerable pain). Alternatively, pain-related anxiety constructs could inﬂuence verbal pain responses
most in men (eg, while using a NRS), and inﬂuence behavioral pain
responses most in women (eg, pressing a button to stop stimulus).
More research is needed to explore these possibilities.
Depression symptoms were only associated with pain intensity
ratings for one temperature (8°C), only in men, and did not predict
unique variance beyond other variables in any of the regression
analyses. These ﬁndings suggest that self-reported depression
symptoms, at least in nonclinical populations, may not be associated with experimental pain perception to any practical extent.
These ﬁndings diverge from previous studies demonstrating that
individuals with clinical depression differ from healthy controls
in terms of pain perception [15]. This divergence may be because
pain perception is only associated with depression symptoms in
relatively extreme and clinical presentations, or because the current investigation also controlled for variance in other salient
constructs.
The current ﬁndings suggest that trait anxiety and depression
symptoms, at least in nonclinical populations, are not of primary
inﬂuence on pain perception in either sex; however, no such relationship between fear of pain, pain-related anxiety, and anxiety
sensitivity and pain perception can be summarized. The results
suggest that none of these constructs is primarily associated with
pain perception, calling for research examining the interrelationships between fear of pain, pain-related anxiety, and anxiety sensitivity. The constructs are believed to be factorially and
theoretically distinct [4,5,9], which is supported by the small to
moderate correlations between these variables presented in the
current data; however, more research is needed to determine if
these represent independent or overlapping constructs in the context of pain perception. Perhaps a higher-order factor, such as fear
of physical discomfort or negative attitudes toward pain, explains
why these 3 variables are associated with hyperalgesia. Nevertheless, results from the regression analyses suggest that these constructs are not redundant. Indeed, anxiety sensitivity predicted
unique variance in increased heat and cold pain tolerance in women and heat pain in men (ie, hypoalgesia), a relationship that
was not present with fear of pain and pain-related anxiety. This novel ﬁnding contradicts previous reports that anxiety sensitivity is
associated with decreased pain tolerance [39]. Methodological differences, such as the method of pain induction (ie, digitally controlled thermode vs cold pressor) or the variables controlled for
may have allowed the identiﬁcation of this unexpected ﬁnding,
which leaves room for interpretation. One possibility is that anxiety sensitivity facilitates a form of stress-induced analgesia, a pain
suppression response occurring when facing anxiety-provoking
stimuli [2]; however, why this would be unique to anxiety sensitivity is unknown. Alternatively, this ﬁnding could represent a statistical artifact; but, given the effect was identiﬁed in both sexes and
in different pain trials and modalities, this seems relatively unlikely. More research is needed to explore this phenomenon.
The current ﬁndings provide several directions for future research. Sex-speciﬁc effects in pain perception suggest that
researchers should attempt to examine relationships independently in each sex, rather than removing variance by means of
including sex as a variable in a linear model (eg, regression, analysis
of covariance [27,28,33]). Similarly, the different pain modalities

(ie, heat and cold) and measures of pain perception (eg, intensity,
tolerance) exhibited different ﬁndings and future research may
beneﬁt from utilizing numerous pain induction techniques and
measures. The relationship between the psychological variables
and pain perception modality (eg, verbal rating, pressing button)
also warrants further research. If psychological variables inﬂuence
behavioral (eg, avoidance) and verbal responses to pain (eg, complaints about pain) differently between sexes, this caveat may bare
relevance in clinical endeavors. Fear of pain, pain-related anxiety,
and anxiety sensitivity were the variables most associated with
pain perception, and these could conceivably exacerbate perceptions that pain is threatening and to be avoided. The nature of
these relationships may inform mechanisms by which altered pain
perception inﬂuences the transition of acute pain to chronic pain
by fostering avoidance of activities that would promote healing
(eg, exercise) [4,5,35,57]. Lastly, researchers in this area may beneﬁt most from focusing on anxiety variables related to pain rather
than general anxiety.
Several limitations in the present investigation suggest future
research directions. The investigation expanded beyond the almost
exclusive use of the cold-pressor task in this area [23,24,28,39,49]
and allows for generalization to both heat and cold thermal pain;
however, future research may beneﬁt from exploring the currently
presented associations using other pain induction techniques (eg,
chemical, electric). Several participants were able to withstand
the highest or lowest temperatures without reporting that the pain
had become intolerable, precluding an accurate estimation of their
cold and heat pain tolerance levels and reducing the amount of
variance in pain tolerance data. Future studies would beneﬁt from
pain stimuli that reach levels of intolerance in all participants. The
current investigation, along with others in this area [20,31], included the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, State [48]. The measure
was completed before quantitative sensory testing, which does
not provide a valid index of state anxiety during the experimental
procedure; consequently, it was excluded from the current report
and the analyses. Future research may beneﬁt from measuring
state anxiety throughout testing, perhaps by visual analogue scale
[12], and examining which traits are associated with state anxiety
during testing and how these are associated with pain perception.
Similarly, researchers could extend the current study by exploring
sex-speciﬁc relationships between pain perception and other painrelated anxiety constructs (eg, pain catastrophizing). Pain intensity
and pain unpleasantness were both assessed, as recommended in
previous literature [11,47]; but, these measures were largely
redundant in the current investigation. This redundancy may be
due to temporal proximity in measuring both of these variables,
which may have been avoided by conducting separate trials to assess pain intensity and unpleasantness for each temperature.
Moreover, only a male experimenter was present during quantitative sensory testing, which may have inﬂuenced the reactions of
participants. The current investigation included nonclinical participants who did not self-report any of several conditions (eg,
chronic pain, medical conditions, mental disorders), which controlled for confounds but may preclude the generalizability of the
ﬁndings, most notably to clinical populations (eg, to clinical levels
of depression, to anxiety disorders) due to limited variance on the
measures of interest (eg, the BDI-II). The size of the sample was
comparable to other studies, but may not have allowed relatively
small effects to reach statistical signiﬁcance. A ﬁnal and important
limitation of the present investigation, and of other studies in this
area, is the inability to infer causal relationships (eg, if psychological variables cause changes in pain perception, or vice versa). Longitudinal and experimental studies are necessary to answer these
questions of causation.
To summarize, the current investigation expanded on previous
literature by demonstrating the following ﬁndings. First, pain-related

anxiety constructs, more than general trait anxiety, are associated
with pain perception. Second, these constructs seem to demonstrate sex-speciﬁc effects, being most associated with self-reported
pain intensity in men and pain tolerance levels in women. Third,
depression symptoms in nonclinical populations do not seem to
be systematically associated with altered pain perception in either
sex. Fourth, no systematic relationships were identiﬁed that allow
conclusions regarding how fear of pain, pain-related anxiety, and
anxiety sensitivity may be differentially associated with pain
perception. The ﬁndings provide several directions for future
research and support that fear and anxiety are important features
that contribute to hyperalgesia in both men and women; however,
research is needed to explore these effects in clinical samples and
to explore the similarities and differences between fear of pain,
pain-related anxiety, and anxiety sensitivity in the context of pain
perception.
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